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Subscribing the Handset to the Base unit:
1. Ensure the handset (AHK05) is fully charged
2. Turn the base unit ON (RS25)
3. Select “Subscribe” on the base unit Radio Setup menu:
3.1 Press and hold the Menu button until the setup menu appears.
3.2 Using the SEL knob, scroll to HS Setting, then scroll to “Subscribe” and
select (push the SEL button). Select “Yes”.
3.3 Turn the AHK05 handset ON then quickly press and hold SCAN key to enter
the ‘subscribing’ mode.
3.4 The AHK05 will display “SUBSCRIBING” on its LCD to indicate it is waiting
for a response from the base unit.
Note: Your handset must be within operational range of the base unit.
4. After successful subscription, a “bi” tone will be emitted from the handset
then display “CONNECTING, PLEASE WAIT” on the LCD. The AHK05 will then
revert to the display and operate normally with the base unit.
5. Up to 2 handsets can be subscribed to one base unit. Before you subscribe the
2nd handset to the base unit, make sure the 1st handset is powered off. You
can then follow the steps 1‐4 to subscribe the 2nd handset.
Note: If subscribe is not successful, or you wish to un‐subscribe a handset from
your base unit to use on another base unit, it is recommended to clear the
existing code first as follows:
To Un‐Subscribe the Handset from the Base unit:
1. You may wish to un‐subscribe a handset from your base unit to use on another
base unit.
2. On the base unit, press and hold the Menu button. Select “HS Setting”, “Clear
HS” and “Yes” from the setup menu.
3. After a few seconds, the handset will display “Search Host” and no longer be
subscribed to the base unit.
4. The handset can subscribed to another base unit if needed.

